
Resources for Sexual Violence Preventionists

Strategies for integrating prevention  
into organizational operations

Preventing sexual violence takes more than the energy, commitment, 

and time of prevention practitioners – it is a movement-wide 

initiative that requires thoughtful and intentional action by everyone. 

When prevention is integrated into an agency’s vision and culture, 

it can be sustained and continue to grow in innovation over time. 

An organizational commitment to prevention will help with the 

movement-wide paradigm shift toward effective prevention. 

What does integration look like? Mission & core values 
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Social change. 

Example: The Pennsylvania Coalition 
Against Rape’s Core Values include Social 
Transformation, “We do transformative work of 
social change, with a commitment to intentional 
collaboration for the collective good. We seek 
to be a significant force in the prevention of 
sexual violence through education, advocacy, 
and collaboration that serves as a driving force 
in ending sexual violence.” 

Anti-oppression work. 

Example: The YWCA’s mission and vision 
statement connect promoting racial and gender 
equality with a peaceful community, “YWCA is 
dedicated to eliminating racism, empowering 
women and promoting peace, justice, freedom 
and dignity for all.” 

Feminist philosophy. 

Examples: Addressing the effects of patriarchy 
both within the agency and the community, 
having a commitment to shared leadership 
and participation, or acknowledging the 
complexities and individual rights regarding 
choice and reproductive care for all survivors of 
sexual violence.  

Information about the implementation 
of prevention and ending sexual violence.  
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Dedicated to healing. Advocating for change. 

Involving all staff
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Personal actions strengthen professional 
efforts

Funding allocation
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The benefit of using unrestricted or 
discretionary funds is the opportunity 
to explore different approaches with-
out the boundaries of external ex-
pectations. One agency in the study 
of innovative programs commented, 
“[Relying on unrestricted funds] is a 
blessing because we’re not confined 
to grant objectives…We’re more free 
with what we do and with our time-
line…Because there’s no prevention 
money specifically for this, it lets us 
create our own priorities” (Townsend, 
2011, p. 46).  

How does integration happen?

Self assessments
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Institutionalize self-care and burn-out 
prevention

Concluding thoughts 
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